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you can quickly plan, build, and deploy a
wi-fi network. while wi-fi site surveys are
time consuming, netspot's advanced
signal analysis tools help you quickly plan
and build the best wi-fi network. this
makes netspot the ideal tool to build and
deploy the most optimized network. the
easy-to-use interface of netspot unlimited
enterprise makes it possible for anyone to
build a wireless network. it provides
detailed wi-fi site survey results, useful wi-
fi coverage maps, and insights into
network performance. the free radio
signal analysis tool netspot unlimite
enterprise lets you quickly scan a wi-fi
network. from there you can easily
identify dead zones and find wi-fi access
points that cause interference. netspot
unlimited enterprise is a powerful and
easy-to-use wireless site survey and
security management tool. it is an ideal
tool to plan and deploy a wi-fi network.
with wi-fi site survey data collected from
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all active channels, you can easily plan
and build the most optimized network.
use a netspot license key to visualize,
manage, troubleshoot, revise, plan, and
deploy your wireless networks. when
working on a wi-fi network that provides
optimal coverage, you need solid
research and an understanding of radio
frequency behavior right away. an
effective way to get this information is
through a wireless site survey. it will
detect channel overlap and dead zones
and will greatly help you build a solid
network. with this powerful and easy-to-
use wireless site survey and security
management tool, you can quickly plan,
build, and deploy a wi-fi network. netspot
unlimite enterprise gives you detailed wi-
fi site survey data and wi-fi security
analysis. moreover, it lets you analyze
radio signals, detect noise sources, and
optimize wi-fi access point locations.
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